May 30, 2023

April Tabor
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Office of the Secretary
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite CC-5610 (Annex B)
Washington, DC 20580

Rohit Chopra
Director
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
1700 G St. NW
Washington, DC 20552

Re: FTC-2023-0024-0033

Dear Secretary Tabor and Director Chopra:

The National Community Reinvestment Coalition (NCRC) appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to make the tenant screening process more equitable. NCRC and its grassroots member organizations create opportunities for people to build wealth. We work with community leaders, policymakers and financial institutions to champion fairness in banking, housing and business. NCRC was formed in 1990 by national, regional and local organizations to increase the flow of private capital into traditionally underserved communities. NCRC has grown into an association of more than 700 community-based organizations that promote access to basic banking services, affordable housing, entrepreneurship, job creation and vibrant communities for America’s working families.

Currently, many aspects of the tenant screening process limit many low-income people of color’s ability to access rental housing. We recommend strengthened regulation of the following aspects of the tenant screening process to promote nondiscrimination and to help more low-income people of color access high-quality and affordable rental housing: criminal records; eviction records; credit history; source of income; and algorithms in tenant screening. Our comments below discuss how the ways in which housing providers and screening services use each of these criteria, and common algorithmic models as a whole, too frequently contribute to housing insecurity, ongoing vulnerability of low income renters on the housing market, and
racial inequality in housing access and conditions. We also provide recommendations for the use of agency authority to better ensure fair outcomes for tenants seeking rental housing.

I. The Tenant Screening Process and Key Criteria with Racial Equity Impacts

A. Background

The tenant screening process must be more closely regulated because landlords increasingly rely on tenant screening technology to select tenants and the process by which tenants are chosen is highly subjective, and can result in disproportionate negative outcomes for renters of color. Landlords often rely on credit scores, eviction records, criminal records, and criteria such as source of income to determine whether or not to extend a conditional offer to prospective tenants. Screening criteria often becomes stricter or more relaxed depending on the housing market; in a market with more available rental units, landlords are more likely to relax these criteria compared to a market with fewer units where they more strictly adhere to these criteria. Conversely, in a market with many qualified applicants, a criminal conviction or past eviction can make it harder for those applicants to find an apartment.

Since the 2008 foreclosure crisis, all prospective tenants, regardless of whether they have a criminal record, have confronted a more competitive rental market since the demand for rental housing increased exponentially. The Great Recession (2007-2009), contributed to a competitive rental housing market. As a result of the Great Recession, many Americans were pushed out of the housing market. Individuals who would have been homeowners prior to the Recession were now competing in the rental market against people with lower incomes and less wealth, thereby driving up the price of rental housing and leaving lower-income renters with less access to a smaller pool of affordable housing. This growing demand for apartments is reflected in gradually increasing rents, as the table below demonstrates. Although the demand for rental housing slowed down early in the COVID-19 pandemic, it crept up in 2021. There are several reasons for an increase in the number of renters by 870,000 from the 1st quarter of 2020 through the third quarter of 2021. They include but are not limited to: millennials entering their prime renting years in their 20s and 30s; the growth in the number of older renters as baby boomers age; the delayed transition to homeownership for many young and middle-aged Americans; and
increased demand for rental housing among people of color.\textsuperscript{11}

Screening practices’ impact on people of color is twofold. Seemingly neutral criteria disproportionately impact low-income people of color.\textsuperscript{12} Additionally, even when intentional discrimination has occurred, landlords have plausible deniability in competitive housing markets.\textsuperscript{13} They can simply state that they chose to rent to a more qualified applicant.\textsuperscript{14}

\textbf{B. Criminal Records in the Tenant Screening Process}

Prospective tenants with criminal records face an additional hurdle when applying for apartments. Since people of color are disproportionately impacted by the criminal justice system, denying housing based on a criminal record can often, but not always, serve as a proxy for race or can have a disproportionate impact on the basis of race. Banning people with criminal records from applying for housing can disproportionately impact Black and Latino applicants due to their overrepresentation in the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{15} Black people are incarcerated in state prisons at about 5 times the rate of White people while Latinos are incarcerated at 1.3 times the rate of White people.\textsuperscript{16}

In recent years, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has issued fair housing guidance to housing providers about prospective tenants with criminal records. In 2016, HUD advised housing providers against issuing blanket bans against people with criminal records. In both its 2016 guidance and guidance released in 2022, HUD stated that use of criminal backgrounds in housing could violate the Fair Housing Act if disparate impact or disparate treatment occur and such a policy that causes disparate impact is not necessary to “serve a substantial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory interest of the housing provider,” or if this interest “could be served by another practice that has a less discriminatory effect.”\textsuperscript{17} Disparate treatment occurs if an individual who is a member of a protected class receives worse treatment than an individual who is not a member of a protected class.\textsuperscript{18} For example, according to both sets of guidance, disparate treatment can occur if a housing provider chooses to share certain information about the application process with a White prospective tenant with a criminal conviction but does not share that information with a Black prospective tenant with the same criminal conviction.\textsuperscript{19} Or, a landlord may choose to rent to a White prospective tenant with a criminal conviction but
deny that same opportunity to a Black prospective tenant with the same conviction. In both instances, the only difference between the two prospective tenants is race. Choosing to deny housing to someone based on race is a clear violation of the Fair Housing Act.

Furthermore, HUD observed that disparate impact takes place when a seemingly neutral policy has a disproportionately negative impact on members of protected classes unless the housing provider can provide an adequate justification for the policy. Instead of disqualifying all applicants with criminal histories, HUD clarified that housing providers should consider whether an arrest resulted in a conviction. If an arrest resulted in a conviction, the HUD guidance states that the housing provider should consider the nature of the crime committed, so as to assess whether its consideration can reasonably be justified, and should give individualized consideration to the circumstances of the applicant (as a less discriminatory alternative to generalized exclusion).

Despite HUD’s 2016 guidance, recent reports have found that housing providers treated Black people and White people with criminal records differently. The Equal Rights Center conducted 60 matched pair tests in Washington, D.C. and Northern Virginia to determine whether Black women with criminal records were treated differently than White women with criminal records. Its report found that White women received more favorable treatment than Black women in approximately 47% of the tests. A report from the Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center (GNOFHAC) had similar results. The Center conducted 50 paired tests of housing providers in the Greater New Orleans Area to investigate if Black prospective tenants with criminal records were treated differently than White prospective tenants with criminal records. The Center's findings were disturbing:

- African American testers experienced differential treatment almost 50% of the time.
- 42% of housing providers discriminated based on race in the way that they explained or applied criminal background screening policies.
- These disparities expressed themselves in the four following ways:
  - White testers were informed about more lenient policies than Black testers.
  - White testers were provided with better customer service than Black testers.
  - White testers were encouraged to apply despite a criminal record while no such encouragement was provided to Black testers.
  - Exceptions were made to criminal background policies for White testers but not Black testers.

As this research indicates, more needs to be done to prevent the discriminatory use of criminal records in the tenant screening context.
C. Eviction Records in the Tenant Screening Process

Prior eviction proceedings or actual evictions can pose another barrier to Black and Brown people accessing rental housing. This barrier is especially significant because as many as 5 million Americans are evicted or have their homes foreclosed on annually.\textsuperscript{34} According to a 2020 report, Black people are most impacted by eviction—they comprise both the majority of eviction filings and judgments.\textsuperscript{35} From 2012 to 2016, Black renters had the highest share of eviction filings and judgments relative to their share of the adult renter population across 1,195 counties in 39 states.\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Share of All Renters, Eviction Filings, and Eviction Judgements by Race/Ethnicity}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Race/Ethnicity & Share of renters & Share of defendants & Share of judgments \\
\hline
Asian & 5 & 2 & 6 \\
Black & 33 & 21 & 43 \\
Latino & 32 & 19 & 46 \\
White & 32 & 17 & 52 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{chart.png}
\caption{Share of All Renters, Eviction Filings, and Eviction Judgements by Race/Ethnicity}
\end{figure}

A report from The Eviction Lab corroborates this perspective and further disaggregates this data by race and gender. It demonstrates that Black women have both the highest eviction filing rate and eviction judgment rate (see the graph from The Eviction Lab below).
The reasons why Black rental households have the highest eviction rates are largely economic, but discrimination also plays a role. Black households are more likely to be rent-burdened compared to White households. The disproportionately negative impact on Black renters shows up in the past two years of nationwide eviction filings. In 2021, there were over 540,000 eviction filings across 6 states and 31 cities. 28.5% of filings were against Black tenants and 53.6% were against White tenants. 2021 American Community Survey (ACS) data reveals that 21.2% of renters in these sites were Black while 51.9% White. In 2022, there were almost 970,000 eviction filings across ten states and 34 cities. In 2022, there was an increase in eviction filings against Black renters and a decline in eviction filings against White renters. 31.3% of filings were against Black tenants while 50% were against White tenants.

Some housing providers assert that if someone has an eviction on their record, it is because they could not pay rent in the past and therefore would not make good renters in the future. While this observation might be true in a number of instances, such a generalization can hide the nuances and inequalities baked into evictions. Blanket policies against renting to prospective tenants with previous evictions can have a disproportionately negative impact on Black renters, who tend to be evicted at the highest rates compared to other groups. Moreover, some landlords may file evictions without intending to evict tenants as a way to earn additional revenue. Furthermore, if eviction proceedings took place years ago and the tenant has not had any issues paying their rent since then, or faced an eviction due to particular circumstances of economic distress (such as a job loss), the presence of an eviction on a housing record should not automatically disqualify them.

An eviction may also have occurred because the tenant was the victim of domestic violence. In his book *Evicted*, sociologist Matthew Desmond found that many women were evicted
when the police were called to a property. Some tenants were left with an untenable problem: they could choose to live with their abuser or call the police but accept an eviction. In some states, there are laws prohibiting evictions due to domestic violence-related police reports. Tenant screening companies should permit applicants to seek to have evictions associated with domestic violence removed from their records.

The FTC and CFPB should use their authority to limit the use of eviction records in the rental context, as discussed further in the Enforcement Recommendations section below. Landlords should be required to consider the circumstances of individual eviction records, if they consider past evictions at all. Similar to how mitigating circumstances can be taken into account with criminal records in tenant screening practices, a similar process should be in place for eviction records. For example, the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) prevents evictions from showing up on a renter’s record if they are the result of a disastrous event like the COVID-19 pandemic. The agencies should clarify additional circumstances in which use of eviction records is inappropriate, in particular if the past eviction does not predict future ability to pay rent. Many eviction proceedings do not result in an eviction, and should not be considered, similar to the way use of arrest records should be excluded. Further, eviction proceedings and evictions may occur for reasons that are unrelated to the future ability to pay rent (for example, due to temporary economic circumstances such as a job loss or medical situation, or due to escalating rent in a gentrifying market) or may occur for reasons other than nonpayment of rent or violations of the apartment lease.

**D. Credit Scores in the Tenant Screening Process**

Current credit scoring models reflect decades of bias that robbed wealth from Black communities and other communities of color, and can have a disproportionately negative impact on Black and Latino prospective tenants. Housing providers should consider alternative models that are more equitable.

Less wealth means fewer financial resources to pay bills in the event of an emergency. Key events like government-sponsored redlining from the 1930s through the 1960s and the exclusion of Black soldiers from the homeownership provisions of the G.I. Bill following WWII meant that many Americans could not access homeownership, and have the accrued wealth from homeownership to pass down to future generations. Leading up to the Great Recession, people of color were targeted for predatory mortgages. Homeowners of color suffered higher rates of foreclosure during the Foreclosure Crisis, which erased more than $400 billion, and devastated many of these homeowners’ credit scores.

Studies have captured the collective damage that these practices have had on the credit scores of people of color. According to a 2010 study, more than 54.2% of residents in predominantly Black zip codes in Illinois had credit scores lower than 620. In majority-Latino
zip codes, 31.4% of residents had a credit score of less than 620, and 47.3% had credit scores that were more than 700. In comparison, 20.3% of Illinois residents had credit scores less than 620, and only 16.8% of inhabitants of predominantly White zip codes had credit scores lower than 620. Scores in mostly White areas are much higher due to decades of advantages that the government provided them with in contrast to the disadvantages that government-sponsored discrimination wrought on communities of color. 67.3% of residents in predominantly White zip codes had scores over 720 while only 25% of residents in predominantly Black zip codes had scores above 700. A 2004 study revealed that White people’s median credit score in 2001 was about 738, but the median score for Blacks and Latinos was 676 and 670 respectively.

Further, errors on credit reports can further damage people of color’s credit scores. A 2013 FTC study of the U.S. credit reporting industry revealed that 5% of consumers had errors on one of their three major credit reports. Inaccurate information in credit reports can unfairly result in lower scores for people of color, who already suffer from lower scores due to systemic racism. The FTC and CFPB should do more to ensure that all consumers’ credit reports are accurate.

In 2022, the FTC received 1.1 million reports of identity theft. As a result of these scams, consumers lost $3.8 billion. Many identity thefts allow scammers to access credit and leave their victims responsible for those debts. Victim of identity theft are left with debt they cannot afford to repay, made vulnerable to housing insecurity, and experiences harms to their credit scores. The problem becomes self-reinforcing: once their identity is stolen, they may lose their housing, and with thereafter be challenged to qualify for new housing. Alarmingly, the credit bureaus themselves have a hand in facilitating the impact of identity theft on consumer financial health. In 2017, Equifax admitted that it exposed the personal information of 147 million consumers. As a result of the ensuing settlement, Equifax was held liable to provide $425 million in relief, including paying for future credit monitoring services. Equifax also agreed to help people restore their credit, but consumers were obligated to seek such services. It is unclear how many harmed consumers found a remedy, many may remain harmed. The FTC and the CFPB should ensure that tenant screening services do not penalize consumers for the presence of derogatory information on their credit histories that is the result of identity theft.

E. Source of Income Discrimination

Landlords’ rejection and economic exploitation of prospective tenants who use housing vouchers to pay their rent presents another challenge for renters when they attempt to access housing. Exclusion from rental housing limits voucher holders’ ability to access safe, decent, and affordable housing. The purpose of the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program (more commonly known as Section 8) is to deconcentrate poverty by allowing families to choose where they want to live. Rejecting prospective tenants because they use housing vouchers limits
housing choice, particularly for Black renters. Such discrimination can also impede the ability of voucher holders to access safe and healthy housing at all, especially in tight housing markets. According to Fannie Mae, Black renters are overrepresented among voucher holders relative to their share of the renter population. Black people are 20% of the renter population, but comprise 48% of voucher holders. Rejecting renters who use vouchers to pay their rent can thus have an outsized negative impact on Black renters, as well as harm other low-income households. Discrimination on the basis of source of income may violate state or local law that provides protections on this basis, or it may reflect disparate treatment if Black and White holders are treated differently.

Who Are Voucher Holders?

A description of U.S. voucher holders disaggregated by race. Black people are 20% of renters but 48% of voucher holders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>U.S. Renters</th>
<th>Voucher Holders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic White</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (Asian, Native American)</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current housing affordability crisis is another reason why landlords should accept housing vouchers. According to a March 2023 report from The National Low Income Housing Coalition, the shortage of affordable rental housing for extremely low-income renters increased from 2019 to 2021. In 2019, the shortage of affordable rental housing was 6.8 million but increased to 7.3 million in 2021. The report also showed the relationship between housing assistance and severe housing cost burdens; as the share of HUD-assisted rental housing increases, the share of severely cost-burdened, extremely low-income renters decreases.

Another way that some landlords mistreat renters who use vouchers is by charging them excessive fees. A March 9, 2023 press release from HUD’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG) to “advance environmental justice in HUD-assisted housing” revealed that some landlords who participate in HUD’s rental assistance programs charged voucher holders more than non-HUD-assisted tenants in rent, utilities, or other fees. In 2022, the U.S. Attorney found that a group of Newark, Delaware landlords violated the False Claims Act by charging voucher holders more in fees and rent compared to tenants who don’t receive assistance to live in comparable apartments. As a requirement of participating in the HCV program, landlords are required to sign a required HCV certification stating that they would not engage in this discriminatory practice. In March of this year, a Holyoke landlord also violated the False Claims Act after she received utilities payments from a low-income tenant that violated her agreement with HUD while she participated...
in the Section 8 program.\textsuperscript{75} Both instances demonstrate how some landlords may deprive low-income households of already precious resources by preying on their vulnerable status as low-income people who are also housing insecure.\textsuperscript{76} This indicates the need for an overall strengthening of regulatory and enforcement protections for voucher holders, so that they are treated fairly and are able to attain housing and exercise choice on the market.

II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) IN TENANT SCREENING AND NEEDED REFORMS

Service providers increasingly rely on artificial intelligence for tenant screening. Traditional credit scoring models do not use the right information to evaluate the ability of an applicant to pay rent. The current systems cannot score millions of residents. Many of the most commonly used data points contain biases against applicants of color. Algorithmic models are complex and not explainable. The possibility exists for new tenant screening algorithms to serve property owners and residents better, as traditional credit scoring models are often not predictive or fair, but several steps must be implemented to realize those opportunities. This section will focus on how regulators can improve the fairness and transparency of tenant screening models.

A. Use of positive payment data

Research demonstrates that the addition of rent payment history can increase the predictive power of rent payment models.\textsuperscript{77} A 2022 study revealed that after 20 years of policy advocacy to support the use of positive payment data (PPD), 2 to 5 percent of consumers who make such payments (rent, utilities, telecommunications bills) have those records on their credit bureau files today.\textsuperscript{78} Even though policymakers know that if used appropriately, PPD can reduce the number of thin file and credit invisible consumers (through the voluntary, privacy-protected use of additional data), its promise has not been realized.

The tenant screening market remains focused on negative information. Most tenant screening services use one or several categories of negative information to evaluate an applicant’s eligibility for a lease. They tap records of evictions, criminal records, sex offender status, unpaid checks, and other indicators of potential risk.\textsuperscript{79} As noted above, use of this much of this information is itself flawed. The failure to consider alternative or additional positive information about prospective tenants is also harmful, and is a market failure.

B. “High-Risk” designation, explainability, and adverse action notices

A proposed European Union law would establish three categories of supervision for artificial intelligence. The framework assigns different levels of regulation to activities, based on the significance of those decisions to human livelihood.\textsuperscript{80} Qualifying for housing is among a group
of activities that merit a “high-risk” approach for regulation, on the grounds that decisions made in this area hold significant impacts for human well-being. Other examples of high-risk activities include employment, justice, health care, education, and credit availability. As a part of its policymaking on high-risk activities, the EU has required entities to explain how their models came to their decisions.

U.S. regulators should apply a high standard of explainability to algorithmic tenant screen activities. Under FCRA, housing applicants have the right to receive an explanation of information that was used to arrive at an adverse decision. Adverse decisions include not only a rejection of an applicant, but also when an additional contingency (a higher deposit or a special fee) is placed as a condition of approval. We believe that the FTC and the CFPB must update their systems to accommodate the complexity of decisions that are made with AI. The challenges here are consistent with the ones that prompted the CFPB to hold a tech sprint for adverse action notices used to adverse credit application decisions.81 We encourage the FTC and the CFPB to conduct a sprint for adverse action notices in the tenant screening context as well.

The FTC and the CFPB must expedite the return of information to consumers. It is not satisfactory for an applicant to receive an adverse action notice 30 days – or even 10 days – after receiving an adverse decision. Most decisions to rent an apartment are reached within a relatively narrow time frame. Applicants may have five to ten applications out at any single time. Moreover, as a condition of making those applications, applicants may have paid hundreds of dollars in application fees. Some may apply for several apartments while traveling across town on the same weekend. As a result, they must receive prompt notice. Such a response rate is technically possible; tenant screening services provide answers to property managers within minutes.82 To be useful, the notice would be delivered in near real-time and in an electronic format so that it can be seen during an apartment search. One solution would be to require tenant screening companies to deliver their reports to both the property management company and the tenant.

The CFPB and FTC should provide guidance on the methods tenant screening companies can use to make explanations. Regulators should consider the value of Shapley values. The SHAP approach has been validated by peer review.83 To underscore its credibility, it is worth mentioning that its creator received a Nobel Prize in mathematics for the contribution made by SHAP to game theory. SHAP values have the additional benefit of providing answers on a per-output basis.84 An output can provide an explanation for each applicant, even when a system uses dynamic models. Because of this flexibility, a SHAP test holds the additional value of helping reviewers to identify which is leading to disparate impacts.

III. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION AND FAIRNESS IN TENANT SCREENING: RECOMMENDATIONS ON ENFORCEMENT
A. Section 5 of the FTC Act

The Federal Trade Commission Act (FTCA) prohibits “‘unfair or deceptive acts or practices’ in interstate commerce.” More specifically, Section 5 of the FTCA endows the FTC with “broad and flexible authority to take action against practices that harm consumers.” The FTC should prohibit use of rental screening criteria that cannot be shown to have a reliable and significant predictive effect, in particular in the context of criminal records and evictions. We support the analysis of the Shriver Center on Poverty Law, National Low Income Housing Coalition, and Re-entry & Housing Working Group that the FTC should use this authority to prevent the overuse of criminal records in the housing context. Further, the FTC should require landlords to evaluate evictions on a case-by-case basis, when used at all, so that prior evictions with mitigating circumstances do not limit the ability to access rental housing. In the case of households using housing vouchers, housing providers and screening services should face consequences for failing to adequately consider vouchers as a steady source of income and future rental payments.

Section 5 states that a practice is unfair if it causes “substantial injury,” is not “reasonably avoidable” by the consumer, and it is not outweighed by “countervailing benefits” to consumers or to competition. Any algorithm or other tenant screening system that has disparate impacts against protected classes should meet the unfairness standard. Discrimination is inherently unfair; it leads to harms, members of protected classes cannot do anything to remedy it, and it does not serve a countervailing benefit to competition or enhance consumer welfare.

B. Algorithmic audits

An algorithmic audit would assess a tenant screening service for how ensures that it protects consumers from unfair deceptive acts and practices and protected classes from discriminatory activities. Service providers that create algorithmic tenant screening models should be held accountable when they use data that is known to be inaccurate. The FTC should use its enforcement authority to provide remedies from consumers when such a model continues to use incorrect data if it subsequently leads to adverse effects.

The FTC must require algorithmic tenant screening companies to put resources into responding to consumer disputes and to conduct analyses of PPD providers on an ongoing basis to ensure that those providers have systems in place to ensure the accuracy of their data. Systems should include processes to allow tenants to review their records and correct them when they are inaccurate.

To facilitate the process, the FTC and the CFPB should provide oversight and guidance on how to assess disparate impacts from algorithmic tenant screening services and clarify when
providers should find LDAs. As a tool of enforcement, auditors should collect random samples of rejected applications to review real-world outcomes.

C. Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)

We support the National Consumer Law Center’s (NCLC) call for the CFPB to use its FCRA regulatory powers to ensure accuracy in credit and consumer reporting. For example, the CFPB should require credit bureaus and other credit reporting agencies to use stricter criteria to match consumer information with the consumer, such as matching a consumer’s entire social security number. Doing so can prevent consumers with the same name from being confused for each other. It can further minimize errors in credit and consumer reporting by requiring background screening companies to verify the records they obtained by locating the records’ original source.

We similarly support the Partnership for Housing Justice, the Shriver Center for Poverty Law, the National Low Income Housing Coalition, and the Reentry & Housing Working Group’s call for the CFPB to use its full authority under FCRA to regulate tenant screening so that harmful information obtained in the tenant screening process is not used against prospective renters. As mentioned in the Shriver Center on Poverty Law’s letter to the CFPB, there may be inaccuracies in criminal records, eviction records, and other consumer information. The CFPB should regulate screening to prevent these inaccuracies from having an overwhelmingly negative impact on renters (and disproportionately on Black and Brown renters).

D. Fair Housing Act Violations

As noted above, tenant screening practices may constitute disparate treatment or disparate impact discrimination on the basis of characteristics protected by the Fair Housing Act. We encourage the FTC and CFPB to engage in heightened monitoring of potential housing discrimination in the context of tenant screening practices, such as the use of criminal records, eviction records, and other criteria in ways that have discriminatory outcomes or where such data is applied differently on the basis of race or other protected characteristics. We recommend that the FTC and CFPB formally coordinate with HUD and DOJ to advance fair housing enforcement in this context, for example by referring fair housing violations and by coordinating on the use of respective UDAP and Fair Housing Act authority. The agencies should consider entering a Memorandum of Understanding to coordinate enforcement responsibilities and to maximize enforcement impact. We also recommend that the agencies explore ways to support source of income anti-discrimination protections where those exist at a state or local level, or to indicate for HUD where source of income discrimination may be a proxy for Fair Housing Act discrimination.
Thank you for your work on these important issues and for your consideration of our recommendations. For further discussion, please contact Nichole Nelson, Senior Policy Advisor, at nnelson@ncrc.org or Adam Rust, Senior Policy Advisor, at arust@ncrc.org.

Best regards,

Jesse Van Tol
President and Chief Executive Officer
National Community Reinvestment Coalition
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